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MONTREAL – SNC-Lavalin’s weak market value may prompt an activist investor to 
push the engineering giant’s incoming chief executive to sell all or part of its lucrative 
concessions business, an analyst said Tuesday. 
 
Maxim Sytchev of Alta Corp Capital suggests SNC-Lavalin could end up facing the kind 
of investor-led campaign that resulted in a new chief executive and new directors at 
Canadian Pacific Railways (TSX:CP). 
 
The shakeup at CP was initiated by Pershing Square Capital Management, a New York-
based hedge fund led by activist investor Bill Ackman. 
 
“If Pershing could move the needle on much larger CP, there is no reason to think why 
something transformational could not be accomplished with SNC-Lavalin,” Sytchev 
wrote in a report. 
 
Robert Card takes over as CEO of SNC-Lavalin on Monday, following a series of 
controversies about the construction and engineering company’s business practices 
abroad and its leadership’s oversight of the company’s employees. 
 
Sytchev said investors will give Card, an experienced American businessman, several 
months to determine what action he will take to improve SNC’s results and valuation. 
 
He said an outright sale of the company is possible but “politically unpalatable” given the 
reaction to Lowe’s unsuccessful efforts to acquire home renovations retailer Rona. 
 
Consequently, Sytchev said he thinks activist investors will push for a full or partial 
spinoff of SNC’s concessions assets, which include its stake in the Highway 407 toll road 
and AltaLink transmission lines business in Alberta. 
 
He estimates the concessions are conservatively worth $23 per SNC share, including 
$14.18 for Highway 407, $6.88 for AltaLink and $1.94 for other investments. That 
compares with $22.30 per share for its core operations. 
 
SNC could sell “marginal but mature concessions” such as Astoria power plants in the 
U.S. and pay a special dividend, Sytchev said. The investors could also seek a substantial 
course issuer bid and for Card to buy a substantial amount of SNC shares in the open 
market to demonstrate his confidence in the company. 
 



The company’s current share price suggests the market values its core engineering and 
construction (E&C) business at $1.7 billion, compared to $3.4 billion for concessions. 
 
“When the market assumes such a drastic change in 1/8a 3/8 company’s fortunes, we 
believe that patient value-minded investors should be paying particular attention,” he 
said. 
 
“The attractiveness of the SNC investment case, as we said on numerous occasions, is the 
company’s concessions and pristine balance sheet.” 
 
On Tuesday, SNC-Lavalin said it has been awarded a contract valued at more than 
US$50 million to provide engineering, procurement and construction services for a mine 
tailings disposal system at an iron ore project in Chile. 
 
The system will treat 20,000 tonnes of tailings produced by the mine each day. 
 
The project is expected to be completed by the third quarter of 2013. The engineering 
phase has been completed and construction is scheduled to start in October. 
 
SNC-Lavalin said the contract was awarded by Compania Minera del PacDifico S.A. for 
work at the Cerro Negro Norte iron ore project in the Atacama desert, one of the driest 
places in the world. 
 
The technology will allow the tailings to be stored safely and recover about 98 per cent of 
water, an extremely scarce resource in the region. 
 
SNC-Lavalin executive vice-president Feroz Ashraf said the technology provides better 
protection for the environment and saves energy. 
 
“This award reiterates our commitment to the sustainable development of mining and 
metallurgical projects worldwide,” he stated. 
 
SNC-Lavalin is one of the leading engineering and construction groups in the world with 
offices across Canada and operations in some 100 countries. 
 
On the Toronto Stock Exchange, SNC-Lavalin’s shares gained 34 cents at C$38.55 in 
afternoon trading. Over the past year, the shares have traded between $32.58 and $55.18. 
 


